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1 Introduction and Motivation
Language models such as GPT have been trained on large amounts of data and can
generate text in various domains of knowledge. However, these models lack the ability
of performing logical reasoning [6]. Ontologies, on the other hand, are useful for
representing the relevant knowledge of a domain of interest in a format that allows for
logical reasoning in an automated way [2]. Though, building ontologies is known to be
an expensive and time-consuming task.

Example 1 To illustrate how an ontology can look like, consider the following ontol-
ogy, written in the classical EL description logic language, about family relations:

{∃hasChild.⊤ ⊑ Parent,Woman ⊓ ∃sibling.Parent ⊑ Aunt}

which expresses that (1) if someone has a child then it is a parent and (2) if a woman
has a sibling who is a parent then she is an aunt. This means that if we have the data

{Woman(Mary), sibling(Mary, John), hasChild(John,Alice)}

which expresses that (1) Mary is a woman, (2) Mary and John are siblings and (3) John
has child who is Alice, then, by logical reasoning, one can deduce from the ontology
and the data that John is a parent and Mary is an aunt.

In this project, the candidate will explore the possibility of extracting an ontology
from a language model by posing queries in Angluin’s exact learning framework [1,
5]. In the exact learning framework, a learner attempts to extract information from a
teacher by posing queries (which represent questions). The idea in this project is to
see the language model as the teacher and apply an algorithm designed for learning EL
ontologies via queries and counterexamples [4] to this setting.

2 Research questions
The main research question is whether and how one can extract an ontology from a
language model by posing queries. This could help ontology engineers by providing
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them a draft of an ontology created in this automated way, as well as possibly detecting
harmful biases and/or false information in language models. We propose to consider
the EL description logic ontology language, which has been extensively studied in the
field of knowledge representation and allows for good expressivity power while retain-
ing polynomial time complexity for many logical reasoning tasks [2]. Even though
the algorithm itself is independent of the domain, it is important to limit the scope.
For simplicity, we suggest as a first domain option building an ontology about family
relations and then performing additional experiments in some other domains.

3 Thesis Work
In this master thesis topic, the candidate of a master degree will study an algorithm
from the literature and apply it for systematically probing language models. This is the
algorithm for extracting EL ontologies with queries and counterexamples by Duarte et
al. [4]. The main tasks of this project are

• to study reference papers from the literature on the topic of the project (suggested
by the supervisor and found by the candidate),

• to study how to apply the algorithm for exact learning EL ontologies to extract
knowledge in a domain of interest from a language model, following the initial
steps by Duarte et al. and Blum et al. [4, 3], and

• to implement the mentioned algorithm (suggested programming language: python
or Java) and to apply it for probing language models in a systematic way.

It is also expected that the candidate performs experiments showcasing the applicability
of the implementation. As already mentioned, it is suggested that, in the experiments,
the candidate attempts to extract an ontology about family relations using language
models such as GPT. It would be interesting to perform additional experiments using
other domains (to be decided together with the candidate) and check whether and how
the ontologies extracted resemble already existing ontologies built manually by ontol-
ogy engineers in the conventional way.
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